Abstract-This paper introduces a novel technique for estimating the signal power spectral density to be used in the transfer function of a microphone array post-filter. The technique is a generalization of the existing Zelinski post-filter, which uses the auto-and cross-spectral densities of the array inputs to estimate the signal and noise spectral densities. The Zelinski technique, however, assumes zero cross-correlation between the noise on different sensors. This assumption is inaccurate, particularly at low frequencies and for arrays with closely spaced sensors, and thus the corresponding post-filter is suboptimal in realistic noise conditions. In this paper, a more general expression of the post-filter estimation is developed based on an assumed knowledge of the complex coherence of the noise field. This general expression can be used to construct a more appropriate post-filter in a variety of different noise fields. In experiments using real noise recordings from a computer office, the modified post-filter results in significant improvement in terms of objective speech quality measures and speech recognition performance using a diffuse noise model.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
UCH research has been done in recent years into the use of microphone arrays for the task of speech enhancement and robust speech recognition. Microphone arrays permit distant, hands-free signal acquisition and they provide directional discrimination, allowing for reduction of undesired noise sources and tracking of the speech source. The directional discrimination of the array is exploited by beamforming algorithms, and often the beamformer output is further enhanced by applying a post-filter. Simmer et al. [1] show that the optimal broadband multichannel Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) enhancement solution can be decomposed into a Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer followed by a single-channel Wiener filter, and so such a post-filter can result in significant improvement in the broadband Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) over an MVDR beamformer used in isolation.
While the theory promises improved performance with such a Wiener post-filter, in practice it can be difficult to obtain reliable estimates of the signal and noise spectral densities required to formulate the post-filter transfer function. The most common method to estimate these spectral densities is based upon the use of the auto-and cross-spectral densities of the multichannel input signals. Such a post-filter estimation is examined in detail by Marro et al. [2] , and is principally based on the work of Zelinski [3] . In this paper, this technique is referred to as the Zelinski post-filter. While the Zelinski post-filter shows reasonable performance, its formulation is based upon a number of assumptions. In particular, an assumption of zero correlation between the noise on different channels is made, corresponding to a perfectly incoherent noise field. In practice, such an incoherent noise field is seldom encountered, and the correlation of the noise between channels can be significant, particularly at low frequencies. This is especially true for closely spaced sensors, as is typically the case in speech enhancement applications. This paper demonstrates how the assumption of incoherent noise in the Zelinski post-filter estimator can be replaced by the more general assumption of a known noise field coherence function. A number of practical noise fields, such as those encountered in offices or cars, can be modeled by theoretical cases, such as spherically isotropic (diffuse) or cylindrically isotropic noise fields. The coherence functions for these theoretical noise fields already form the basis of several established beamforming techniques, in particular superdirective beamformers [4] - [6] . Here the use of the theoretical noise coherence models is extended to the post-filter estimation, allowing a more appropriate post-filter to be developed for different noise conditions. The proposed generalized post-filter estimation includes the Zelinski post-filter as a particular case, corresponding to a unity coherence matrix.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of the theoretical basis of microphone array post-filtering and the Zelinski post-filter estimator on which the proposed technique is based. Section III reviews the use of the complex coherence function to characterize different noise fields, and uses this to derive the proposed generalized post-filter. A simple analysis is also given to highlight the advantage of the proposed technique over the conventional Zelinski post-filter. In Section IV, the performance of the new post-filter is assessed in speech enhancement and recognition experiments, using multichannel office noise recordings. In these experiments, the new post-filter is shown to give significant performance improvement over the existing technique in terms of objective speech quality measures and speech recognition performance. 
II. MICROPHONE ARRAY POST-FILTERING
A. Theoretical Framework
Common practice in microphone array processing is to model the received multichannel input as the desired signal filtered by the acoustic path to each microphone, plus an additive noise component on each channel. That is (omitting the frequency dependence for clarity) (1) where is the desired signal, is the propagation vector of the signal source (2) and is similarly the vector of additive noise signals (3) where is the number of microphones in the array.
Using this model, Simmer et al. [1] demonstrate how the optimal broadband Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) filter solution (that is, the multichannel Wiener filter) can be expressed as a single-channel Wiener filter operating on the output of a classical Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer, that is (4) where is the vector of optimal filter coefficients, and are respectively the (single-channel) signal and noise autospectral density vectors, and is the (multichannel) noise cross-spectral matrix. The bracketed factor in the above expression corresponds to a single-channel Wiener filter, while the remaining factor forms the well known solution for the filters of a MVDR beamformer [5] . The above equation suggests an optimal array processing structure like that shown in Fig. 1 , in which the transfer function of the single-channel Wiener postfilter is typically estimated from the aligned multichannel input. The beamformer first maximizes the directivity of the array response, and then the post-filter further enhances the output broadband Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). This paper focuses on the problem of estimating the post-filter term in the above equation, that is (5)
B. Zelinski Post-Filter
This section presents a brief review of the Zelinski post-filter on which the proposed technique is based [3] . This post-filter was further developed by Marro et al. [2] , who thoroughly investigated the interaction of the beamformer and post-filter in the structure of Fig. 1 .
It is assumed that at the output of the time alignment module, the inputs have been scaled and aligned to account for the effect of the propagation vector . The signals at the output of the time alignment can thus be modeled as (6) where is the noise signal vector after time alignment for the desired signal.
Calculating the auto-and cross-spectral densities of the aligned signals on channels and , leads to (7) and (8) Under the assumptions that 1) the signal and noise are uncorrelated ( , ); 2) the noise power spectrum is the same on all sensors ( , ); 3) the noise is uncorrelated between sensors ( , ); these reduce to (9) (10)
The auto-and cross-spectral densities of the time-aligned inputs, and , can be estimated using a standard recursive update formula [7] (11) where and are the spectral estimates for the previous and current frames respectively, and is the complex conjugate operator. The term is a number close to unity, and is given by , where is the filter-bank decimation factor, is the sampling frequency, and is the decay time constant.
From the above equations, it is evident that the numerator and denominator of the Wiener filter transfer function in (5) can be estimated from the cross-and auto-spectral densities of the input channels, respectively. This estimate can be made more robust by averaging the spectral densities over all possible sensor combinations, resulting in the post-filter estimator (12) The real operator is used because the term being estimated in the numerator, , is necessarily real. It should be noted that the denominator in fact provides an over-estimate of the noise power at the beamformer output, as it is calculated using the input signals. An alternative is to use the beamformer output power in the denominator, however the above post-filter has been found to give better noise reduction in practice [2] .
III. GENERALIZED POST-FILTER BASED ON NOISE FIELD COHERENCE
This section describes the complex coherence function and its application in modeling different noise fields. The coherence function is then used in the formulation of the proposed generalized post-filter transfer function, and an analysis highlighting the advantage of the new post-filter is presented.
A. Complex Coherence Function of Noise Fields
A common measure used to characterize noise fields is the complex coherence function. The coherence between two signals at points and is defined as (13) where is the cross-spectral density between the signals at and . The coherence has the range , and is essentially a normalized measure of the correlation that exists between the signals at two discrete points in a noise field. The complex coherence is a powerful tool in array processing, both in the development of algorithms (such as superdirective beamforming), and for analysing the array performance in theoretical noise fields.
A spherically isotropic or diffuse noise field is a good model for a number of practical reverberant noise environments encountered in speech enhancement applications, such as offices and cars [8] - [10] . A diffuse noise field is characterized by uncorrelated noise signals of equal power propagating in all directions simultaneously. It can be shown that the coherence of a diffuse noise field is real-valued and is given by [11] (14)
A diffuse noise field assumption is often used in array processing, primarily with superdirective beamformers, whose channel filters are calculated to optimize the array gain in such conditions. Such a diffuse noise field model will be assumed in the experiments in this paper. For a detailed discussion of the coherence functions of different noise fields, the reader is referred to [12] .
B. Derivation of Proposed Post-Filter
The Zelinski post-filter formulation described in Section II-B makes the assumption that the noise between sensors is uncorrelated, corresponding to a perfectly incoherent noise field . Such a noise field will seldom occur in practice, although it can be a reasonable approximation if the spacing between sensors is sufficiently large. Electrical noise on microphones in an array is also typically random, and can be characterized as a source of incoherent noise.
While the Zelinski post-filter approximation has been shown to give reasonable performance in a variety of conditions [2] , [13] , the performance would be improved if a more accurate model of the noise field were used. In the following, the complex coherence function of the noise field is used to formulate a more appropriate estimation of the array post-filter transfer function.
With the assumption of aligned signal on all sensors, and zero correlation between the desired signal and the noise (15)
. Such a solution was examined in [14] , however due to the square root term in (18) it has the disadvantages of dual solutions and significantly higher computational expense than the Zelinski post-filter. If the assumption of the same noise power spectrum across sensors ( , ) is also made (as is the case for isotropic noise fields), then , and so (15)- (18) simplify to
The signal power spectral density can thus be estimated as
where the average of and is taken to improve robustness. The post-filter denominator can still be estimated by , as for the Zelinski technique. As for the Zelinski technique, the estimate is improved by averaging the solution over all unique sensor combinations, resulting in the post-filter (23) It is evident that the Zelinski post-filter is a particular instance of the above general expression, in which , leading to the estimate . In terms of computational expense, the proposed procedure requires an additional four vector operations for each unique ( , ) pair compared to the Zelinski technique.
A problem arises if , , as this leads to an indeterminate solution. In practice, this can be resolved by applying a maximum threshold on the coherence model, limiting the assumed coherence function to , where .
C. Analysis of Proposed Post-Filter
This section presents a simple analysis comparing the error terms of the proposed post-filter and the Zelinski post-filter. Under the assumptions of uncorrelated signal and noise, equal noise power on sensors, and given the actual noise field coherence , the auto-and cross-spectral densities of the inputs can be expressed as From this expression, it can be seen that the error in the postfilter estimator, , is determined by the average of the nondiagonal elements in the actual noise coherence matrix. This is, in effect, the average error between the actual noise coherence matrix and a unity coherence matrix. Thus, becomes zero in an incoherent noise field.
Similarly, the signal spectral density estimate for the proposed technique (22) becomes (28) Substituting this expression into the post-filter estimator of (23) leads to (29) In this case, the error term is determined by the averaged difference between the actual and assumed noise coherence matrices, and reduces to zero when these are equivalent. This error term simplifies to the Zelinski post-filter error if an incoherent noise field is assumed. This analysis demonstrates the advantage of the proposed technique: it provides a generalized expression that can be optimized for an arbitrary noise field model, while the Zelinski post-filter is explicitly optimized for an incoherent noise field.
Both the Zelinski and the proposed post-filter will also contain an error term due to any correlation between the desired signal and the noise on each channel (assumed zero in the formulations). It can be shown that the error term is the same for both post-filters, and is given as (30) Assuming that the effect of this error term on the post-filter will be negligible.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section details speech enhancement and recognition experiments performed in an office of computer workstations. The performance of the proposed technique was investigated using the assumption of a diffuse noise field. Thus, the expression (31) was used in the solution of (22). Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the microphone array used in the experiments. It consists of 5 microphones, equi-spaced in a linear broadside configuration with inter-element spacing of 5 cm. The desired speaker was located directly in front of the centre microphone, at a distance of 70 cm. The beamforming filters were calculated using the fixed superdirective technique, detailed in [5] , which gives the MVDR solution under the assumption of a diffuse noise field by using in (4). The directivity factor for this beamformer is given by (32) and is shown in Fig. 3 .
The office room had a measured reverberation time of approximately . Multichannel recordings of the room noise were made, consisting mainly of computer noise, air-conditioning noise, and a variable level of background speech. In addition, the impulse responses of the acoustic path between the desired speaker and each microphone were calculated from real recordings using a maximum-length sequence (MLS) technique [15] . These impulse responses were used to generate the multichannel desired speech input for the test database.
To verify that the diffuse noise assumption is valid for this office noise recording, the measured coherence function was compared with the theoretical sinc function. While significant differences exist in the instantaneous values, in general the actual coherence follows the trend of the theoretical values quite closely, showing that a diffuse noise assumption is much more appropriate than an incoherent noise assumption in this situation, particularly for low frequencies. To illustrate this, the real part of the actual and theoretical coherence functions are compared for a representative frame in Fig. 4 . All experiments were conducted using utterances from the male adult portion of the TIDIGITS database. The TIDIGITS database consists of connected strings of the ten digits (0-9) and the word "oh." The male adult portion has 111 speakers, of which 55 are used for training and 56 for testing. This test set comprises 4311 digit strings.
A. Speech Enhancement Experiments
A first set of experiments was conducted in which the multichannel speech signal was corrupted with the multichannel noise recordings at average segmental SNR levels of 0, 5, and 10 dB. The beamformer output, Zelinski post-filter output and the output from the new proposed post-filter were each assessed for the task of speech enhancement across the entire test set. Each speech signal was corrupted with randomly selected portions of the noise recordings. Fig. 5 plots these outputs as well as the clean input signal for an utterance corresponding to the digit string "111" (input SNR level of 5 dB). Similarly, spectrograms for the same outputs are shown in Fig. 6 .
In order to assess the speech enhancement, in addition to the noisy signal, the separate multichannel speech and noise signals were also both processed for each technique. For the post-filtering techniques, the post-filter was calculated on the noisy signal and then also applied to both the clean speech and pure noise signals. In this way, three signals were available at the output-the enhanced noisy signal, along with the processed clean speech and noise signals.
To assess the noise reduction, the SNR Enhancement (SNRE) was used. The SNRE is defined as the difference in segmental SNR between the noisy input and the enhanced output, and was calculated using the separate clean speech and noise signals at both the input and output, giving the true SNR. In addition, to assess the distortion to the desired signal, the Log Area Ratio (LAR) was used. While the SNRE is a good measure of the reduction of the noise level, the LAR distortion is an objective speech quality measure that has been shown to be more highly correlated with speech quality as assessed subjectively by humans [16] . The LAR was calculated between the original clean speech input and the processed output of the clean speech signal.
The SNRE and the LAR results were averaged across the entire TIDIGITS male adult test set, and are shown in Tables I and  II respectively. The low SNRE of the beamformer is due to the fact that the majority of the noise energy is in the region below 1000 Hz, where the beamformer offers little directivity (Fig. 3) . The SNRE of the Zelinski post-filter shows only a small improvement for this scenario as the error term in the post-filter (27) means that tends to one for high values of the coherence, thus little additional noise reduction will occur at low frequencies. The spectrograms of the beamformer [ Fig. 6(d) ] and the Zelinski post-filter [ Fig. 6 (e)] illustrate this behavior: the Zelinski post-filter improves the noise reduction for mid to high frequencies, but has no effect at low frequencies. Conversely, due to the use of an appropriate coherence model in the formulation, the proposed post-filter is able to provide significant broadband noise reduction (3.6-6.2 dB) over the beamformer output (Fig. 6(f) ).
The LAR values between the original desired signal and the processed outputs (desired signal only) show some interesting trends. First, it is seen that that the beamformer in isolation does not further distort to the desired signal compared to the input, due to the unity constraint in the filter optimization. As expected, both post-filtering techniques introduce some distortion to the desired signal, with more distortion as the noise level increases. However, it is noted that the proposed post-filter gives greater noise reduction than the Zelinski post-filter, without introducing additional signal distortion. These results clearly show that incorporating a more accurate noise field coherence model (diffuse noise in this case) into the post-filter estimation process results in improved speech enhancement. This is particularly observed at low frequencies, which are generally problematic for traditional array processing techniques. While a better array geometry (with e.g. more   TABLE II  LAR RESULTS microphones, greater aperture, frequency dependent spacings) would result in higher directivity of the beamformer, it is evident that by using an appropriate post-filter even small, simple array designs can yield acceptable speech enhancement. 
B. Speech Recognition Experiments
Speech recognition experiments were conducted on the same test files (TIDIGITS adult male test set) used in the enhancement experiments described above. Triphone Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were trained on the clean TIDIGITS training data set, with no adaptation performed for the noise conditions or for the effect of the distant microphone. Standard MFCC parameters with energy, delta and acceleration parameters were used. The various signals were tested using the clean HMMs, at different input SNRs. The speech recognition results are given in Table III , and shown graphically in Fig. 7 , in terms of the percentage word error rate.
These results underline the success of the new technique in enhancing the speech signal in the presence of a high level of diffuse noise. While the beamformer gives improved speech recognition performance compared to the noisy input, the standard Zelinski post-filter is not effective in further improving results. In contrast, the proposed post-filter gives significantly better recognition performance, particularly as the noise level increases. As expected, in clean and low noise conditions the beamformer in isolation works best due to the lack of signal distortion. Naturally, better speech recognition performance could be attained by adapting the recognition models to the noise conditions, the distant microphone, and also the enhanced output, and this would be done in any practical system. However, the purpose of these experiments is to simply show the degree of noise robustness that can be achieved by the enhancement technique in isolation. In this respect, these recognition results, coupled with those above for speech enhancement, clearly demonstrate that the proposed post-filter is successful in approaching the quality of the clean speech signal in reasonable levels of diffuse noise.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a microphone array post-filter formulated to handle a variety of noise fields. The technique builds upon the existing Zelinski array post-filter by replacing the assumption of incoherent noise with the assumption of a known noise field coherence function. Knowledge of the noise field coherence function is used to solve a set of equations to obtain a more accurate estimate of the signal power spectral density, which is then used in a Wiener filter transfer function. Using real multichannel noise recordings from a reverberant office environment, the proposed technique has been shown to give significant improvement over the existing post-filter in terms of signal to noise ratio, log area ratio distortion and word recognition rate. While the experiments in this paper have focussed on a diffuse noise field, the technique may equally be applied to any noise field where the complex coherence function can be adequately modeled.
